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MOST COMMON CAUSES OF
DISPUTE

1. drawing revision discrepancies
2. scope inclusions/exclusions
3. out of date construction programs,
    resequencing of works and 
    not getting a "clean run".
4. Methods of measuring quantities 
by using "industry standards".
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In the remaining sections, I use coloured highlighters to
track where we have read and to categorise the clause.  
This task will help you pay attention to what you are reading
as you have to ask yourself what the clause is asking you to
do.
Take notes as you go through the next section of the
checklist. When you have finished with the contract review,
there should be no pages without clauses highlighted.

UNPACK The General Conditions
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*Print this page for each Deed and attach it to the front of*Print this page for each Deed and attach it to the front of
them. Senior Manager to check prior to issue to Director forthem. Senior Manager to check prior to issue to Director for
signing.signing.

Reviewed ByReviewed By::                                              On Date:On Date:    
AuthorisedAuthorised for Signing by: for Signing by:                          On Date:On Date:                        

  



 # Search Why

1 "$" and "%"

Will find liquidated amounts (amounts where a $ figure has

been pre-set by the builder) for deductions, backcharges, set

offs or damages.

2 "indemni"

Search the partial word to catch "Indemnity; indemnify;

indemnifies". These clauses typically require the

subcontractor to warranty an obligation and promise to

reimburse the builder on a costs basis if the obligation is not

fulfilled.

3 "set off"
Also search "set-off" to identify any clauses where the

builder can deduct amounts from a progress claim.

4 "deduct" As above.

5 "notice"
Will usually identify clauses where the subcontractor has to

provide a formal notice to the builder or vice versa.

6 "written" As above.

7 "Deed"

Will assist in locating any document that could potentially

bind the subcontractor to another party, or where additional

terms are being imposed. 

8 "damages"

usually will identify clauses where the builder requires the

subcontractor to pay the builder costs if the subcontractor

breaches an obligation.

9 "absolute"

will usually identify clauses where the builder can unilaterally

decide or impose its "absolute discretion" on a

subcontractor.

10 "attorney"
commonly used in clauses where the builder can sign a Deed

on behalf of a subcontractor, acting as its attorney.

11 "days"
will usually catch "Business days"; "calendar days" and "days",

to help find all the time bars in the contract.

Final catch - all list of words to CNTRL-F


